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Hierarchy and Relationship to other definitions
1-qGEU is equivalent to Blind unforgeability (BU) for classical primitives

Recent advances in quantum technologies threaten the security of many
widely-deployed cryptographic primitives. This calls for quantum-secure
cryptographic schemes. In this work we attempt to formalize the notion of
unforgeability in the quantum security model, where the adversary has
further quantum access to the primitive, i.e. can issue quantum queries.
This notion is the security property desired for many primitives such as
Message Authentication Codes, Digital Signatures, or Physical Unclonable
Functions.
We propose a general and unified definition of quantum unforgeability in the
quantum-game based framework. The main features of our framework are:

• Unifying quantum and classical primitives
• Quantum analogue of other existing notions of classical unforgeability
• Exploring new attacks and vulnerabilities against quantum adversaries
Attack model
Definition level

(Strong) Existential
unforgeability
(Weak) Existential
unforgeability
Selective
unforgeability
Universal
unforgeability

Chosen message
attack (cma)

Random message
attack (rma)

Adaptive universal
attack (aua)

BZ[1,2], BU[3],
this work
BU[3], this work

NA

NA

this work

NA

this work

this work

NA

this work

this work

this work

Table 1. Quantum unforgeability definitions from strongest to weakest.

Figure 1. Hierarchy and relationships between different notions of unforgeability

Results
General impossibility results:
• No classical primitive can achieve 𝜇-qGEU (generalized existential
unforgeability) except for 𝜇=1 (message is completely distinguishable or
orthogonal to the learning phase)
• No classical or quantum non-randomized primitive can achieve 𝜇-qGSU as
there are non-trivial quantum attacks for a wide range of 𝜇 parameter.

Positive results for classical primitives:
• Deterministic: Classical quantum secure PRF (qPRF) schemes are 1-qGEU
(1-qGSU) unforgeable.
• Randomized: We give a randomized PRF-based construction that satisfies
generalized selective unforgeability (qGSU) which is 𝜇-qGSU for any valid 𝜇.

Generalized Quantum Unforgeability
Generalized Quantum Unforgeability captures different levels of unforgeability
definitions and is defined by a formal security game between an adversary 𝐴
and an honest challenger 𝐶. It applies to a general quantum or classical
primitive 𝐹 = (𝑆, 𝐸, 𝑉) with setup, evaluation and verification algorithms.

Classical vs. Quantum primitive

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we continue the line of work initiated by
Boneh and Zhandry at CRYPTO 2013 and
EUROCRYPT 2013 in which they formally define the
notion of unforgeability against quantum adversaries.
We develop a general and parameterised quantum
game-based security model unifying unforgeability for
both classical and quantum constructions allowing us
for the first time to present a complete quantum
cryptanalysis framework for unforgeability. In
particular, we prove how our definitions subsume
previous ones while considering more fine-grained
adversarial models, capturing the full spectrum of
superposition attacks. The subtlety here resides in the
characterisation of a forgery. We show that the
strongest level of unforgeability in our framework,
namely existential unforgeability, can only be
achieved if only orthogonal to previously queried
messages are considered to be forgeries. We further
show that deterministic constructions can only
achieve the weaker notion of unforgeability, that is
selective unforgeability, against such adversaries, but
that selective unforgeability breaks if more general
quantum adversaries (capable of general
superposition attacks) are considered. On the other
hand, we show that PRF is sufficient for constructing
a selective unforgeable classical primitive against full
quantum adversaries. Moreover, we show similar
positive results relying on Pseudorandom Unitaries
(PRU) for quantum primitives.These results
demonstrate the generality of our framework that
could be applicable to other primitives beyond the
cases analysed in this paper.
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Main differences between classical and quantum primitives can be formalized
in the following aspects:
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Positive results for quantum primitives:
• Deterministic: Pseudorandom Unitary (PRU) schemes are 1-qGEU (1-qGSU)
unforgeable.
• Randomized: We give a randomized PRU-based construction that satisfies
generalized selective unforgeability (qGSU).

Intuitive meaning of unforgeability
Existential unforgeability is a security notion that formally describes conditions
for a function to be unpredictable. Intuitively it means an adversary should
not be able to produce the output of the function even for a new message of
their choice.

What if the learning phase queries and the message are quantum
state? What does it mean for the message to be “new”?
There are different approaches to answer this question:
BZ[1,2]: Count the queries! If the adversary queries q quantum queries, should
output q+1 classical input/output pairs.
BU[3]: Define a blinding oracle. The oracle has a blinding region that never gives
the answer to the messages in the blinding region even if the query include the
message in superposition. Then the adversary needs to find the output for a
message inside the blinding region.
Our approach: It depends! In the quantum world, it is more natural to capture
this difference between the queries and challenge, by a distance measure
between the quantum states. This leads to different degrees of unforgeability.
𝜇-qGEU: The adversary picks the forgery after the learning phase and the state
should be 𝜇-distinguishable from all the query states.
𝜇-qGSU: The adversary picks the forgery before the learning phase and the state
should be 𝜇-distinguishable from all the query states.
qGUU: The challenger picks the forgery message at random from the message
space

Figure 2. Sample circuit for a randomized quantum oracle for quantum primitive
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Table 2. Summary of results
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